
ST GEORGE’S 14-19 CURRICULUM POLICY 

 

In the community of St George’s School everyone is considered as an individual and is 
valued equally. Everyone is made to feel welcome and has a voice.  

Our school is a safe place to achieve, have fun and to develop skills towards individual, 
informed paths as we leave school and move forward in life. We learn to make choices for 

now and the future and to become as independent and self-sufficient as possible taking our 
place in society as part of Modern Britain. We do our personal best and celebrate our 

achievements however large or small. As a team we experience the world and work towards 
achieving our goals and dreams and being the best we can be. 

The Governing Body and Staff team at St. George’s School are fully committed to the 
following mission statements: 

 High standards are achieved through high expectations, robust target setting and high 
attendance  

 Staff, students and stakeholders alike treat each other with tolerance, compassion 
and respect.  

 St. George’s practises a Total Communication approach valuing and listening to all. 

 The curriculum and learning activities address the whole person and preparation for 
the life they will lead on leaving the school.  

 We promote personal, social, moral, spiritual and cultural development, encourage 
creativity, self-discovery, raise self-esteem and inspire self-discipline and 
consideration for others.  

 Teaching and learning is high quality, person centered and takes place in carefully 
designed and presented environments which meet an individual/cohorts’ needs.  

 We listen to all students and stakeholders and foster an atmosphere of mutual 
respect, cooperation and student leadership. 

The staff are our most valuable resource and shall be treated as such. 
 

Underpinning theory 

14 – 19 is an important stage of a young person’s development.  It is a time when the young 

person is developing their own personality within the context of school, home and society 

and is starting to make decisions about their future.  They start to be given and undertake 

increased responsibilities in terms of their own learning and safety and start to apply these 

within a supported context to their new accreditation studies.  They develop resilience and 

understanding that failure is part of life and the learning process and not to be feared.  All 

students at St George’s School follow Pathways to Adulthood Curriculums. 

KS4 

KS4 students will consolidate prior learning, undertake new challenges and prepare for life 

after school through an accredited Careers Development course.  KS4 students will prepare 

for their future learning pathways in KS5 by starting Accreditation courses including 

Functional Skills, Entry Level Certificate, LASER Independent Living Skills, LASER Participating 



in Learning, RE, PSHE, ASDAN FOCUS Modules, NCFE Science and PE courses and NCFE 

Creative Craft, and BTEC in Home Cooking Skills.  These accreditation studies provide a firm 

foundation for their next steps into either the Sixth Form at St George’s School or into 

another venue such as the Isle of Wight College or HTP. 

Alongside discrete learning comes practical application learning with additional visits by 

Careers advisors, Employers and past students who have gained employment.  They also 

have visits by the Emergency Services and Religious speakers in order to broaden their 

understanding of the wider world and roles and responsibilities within that world.  KS4 

students will be given opportunities to engage in work experience placements both within 

the school setting and, if appropriate, at identified employers in the wider community. 

These experiences then enable the students to move forward into the Sixth Form or other 

further education venues with the skills and knowledge needed to help them to engage with 

further educational studies. 

 

KS5/Sixth Form 

KS5 students will undertake programmes of study designed to further enhance their 

understanding of the wider world, the world of work, Independent Living skills and Personal 

Safety.  They will study towards Functional Skills accreditation in English and Maths, LASER 

LEAP, and LASER Quality Mark programmes, ASDAN Towards Independence Programmes, 

NCFE Creative Craft, Sports Leaders Qualification.  

 KS5 students will choose 2 accredited Vocational Options to study each year from a rolling 

programme that includes: Animal Care, Art, Hospitality and the Café Programme, Car 

Maintenance, Construction, Hair and Beauty, Fitness for Life, Sports leaders, Media Studies 

and Photography, Craft and Textiles, Childcare, Performing Arts and Horticulture. The 

programmes are all intended to promote and enhance employability and life skills. These 

programmes will mostly be accredited through either LASER LEAP qualification or LASER 

Quality Mark Programmes at the lower levels of entry. 

KS5 students will also study RE/Citizenship and PHSE programmes at an appropriate level 

which will be accredited through LASER Quality Mark. 

In addition to the discrete curriculum students are given the opportunity to consolidate 

concepts, independence and skills through work in the community, work experience and 

Supported Internships where appropriate.  Students are given the opportunity to speak with 

an Independent Careers Advice and Guidance counsellor about their next steps beyond 

school, and practice their interview skills through annual interviews with members of SLT 

and the governing body.   

When students are coming to the end of their school life they are given opportunities to 

visit and have taster sessions and days at a variety of external providers and educational 

venues including the Isle of Wight College, HTP, Active Living, Haylands Farm, The Phoenix 

Project, Way Forward and Blue Sky Arts.  They are supported in these visits by staff from 



school who facilitate the transition process through the handover of knowledge and skills to 

receiving staff. 

 

Learning 

Learning in both KS4 and KS5 is tailored to the needs of the individual students.  

Accreditation is offered at 3 levels in order to cater for students across the wide range of 

need types.  Tracking of achievement is done both through moderation of accreditation 

portfolios for paper based accreditations, and through the school data tracking system, 

Skynet.  This allows teachers and Key Stage Leaders to monitor student progress and 

intervene early where there are signs of slowing down or ceasing of progression.  At both 

KS4 and KS5 students are expected to be aware of their own next steps to achievement and 

to help track their own progress through their accreditation work. 

 

Aims 

It is the aim of the curriculum at both KS4 and KS5 to: 

 To maximise  learning in all areas e.g. Independence skills, basic and core skills, 

 social and communication skills, physical mobility, thinking and problem solving, 

team work, discussion and negotiation. 

 To enable students to have a realistic understanding of strengths and to work on 

acceptable strategies to minimise difficulties. 

 To enable students to work as part of a team, and to help them be able to work 

independently as the occasion demands. 

 To enable students to be confident in their own abilities and to develop the use of 

initiative. 

 To enable students to be aware of, and to conform to, acceptable social standards of 

behaviour. 

 To enable students to value their own views and to accept those of others. 

 To enable students to recognise that everyone makes mistakes – and that these 

mistakes are part of our learning process, and how to use them to move forward in 

life. 

 To  encourage students to strive for achievement, and to develop an awareness and 

understanding of their life aims and targets for the future. 

 To help students to feel a valued member of their community and wider society 

 To help students to build positive and appropriate relationships with others 

 To help students to develop skills that are functional and useful to life and future 

ambitions 

 To enable students to make their own decisions 

 To encourage students to undertake supported ‘Risk Taking’ in order to develop 

resilience. 



 

The 14-19 curriculum intent, implementation and impact embodies these aims. 

 

Teaching and Learning 

Teaching in KS4 and KS5 will take place both in classrooms, specialist areas, the wider school 

grounds and the local and wider community.  Class groups are supported by one teacher, 

one T4 and 3 or more Support Assistants depending on the needs of the group.  All students 

have access to whole class teaching, small group work and individual work depending on the 

focus and direction of the lesson and their learning aims. 

 

Learning around Careers 

Students are encouraged to consider their aspirations from Year 7 onwards. In KS4, they 

embark on an accredited programme of study to develop knowledge and understanding 

around the world of work. Careers content has been developed across all areas of the 

curriculum with subjects linked closely towards career paths. 

A programme of visitors from a range of work places has been implemented, based upon 

student’s areas of interest. Experiences of work places are offered to all students through 

work place visits, work experience placements (both internally and out in the wider 

community) and in KS5, through Supported Internships. 

Information is given to students in Key Stages 4 and 5 about the different pathways 

available to them through events such as our Moving on Evening and Careers Week open 

morning. 

Students also have access to the Careers Room in which further information is available. 

Destinations of KS4 and 5 Leavers are tracked and a record of careers and enterprise 

activities undertaken by each student monitored. 

 

Review and Parental links 

The 14-19 Curriculum is reviewed annually to ensure that we are catering for all the 

students’ needs and interests.  Students and their parents are invited in annually to select 

chosen Options subjects in KS5 and to look at the KS4 and KS5 curriculums.  Parents 

meetings and open mornings are held termly, and all parents and students are invited to 

attend the Moving On Evening which is attended by all external providers and transition  

co-ordinators, and Careers Week events where students can explore possible future 

pathways. 
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